SARAH SANTACROCE
Founder of The Gentle Business Revolution
Sarah Santacroce is changing the current marketing paradigm.
12 years of running an Online LinkedIn Consulting business inspired a yearning in
Sarah to create a global movement that encourages people to bring more empathy
and kindness to business & marketing. She called it The Gentle Business
Revolution™. Besides a podcast with the same name Sarah has written a book, The
Gentle Marketing Revolution, to inspire heart-centered entrepreneurs to question
their assumptions when it comes to marketing & give them permission to market their
business their way!

HOW SARAH ADDS VALUE TO YOUR SHOW:
Sarah shares a fresh perspective and doesn't shy away from calling things
out that no longer work for many of us when it comes to the current
Online Marketing model. Think ‘Seth Godin’ with a feminine touch
She loves thought provoking conversations that invite listeners to
question assumptions about the techniques they currently use to
communicate with their ideal clients and how this 'marketing mask'
affects the quality and joy of running their business. By giving examples
of fear and manipulation based techniques she will demonstrate a
reframe and prove that a ‘gentler’ approach to marketing is not only
possible, but will guarantee a more sustainable business.
Value Add for your listeners:
Your listeners will walk away inspired with more awareness about things
that may no longer work for them and the permission to stop marketing
their business like everyone else! Sarah will share 4 steps to help them on
this journey to fall in love with themselves & their marketing again.

AS SEEN ON:

CONTACT INFO:
www.thegentlebusinessrevolution.com
www.sarahsantacroce.com
sarah@sarahsantacroce.com

"Truly special to have Sarah on the
show.I loved questioning our
assumptions regarding the current
Online Marketing Paradigm with her."
- Laura Steward
It's All About The Questions
"We had an epic conversation about
a new business revolution that
questions the current internet
marketing paradigm! Loved it!"
- Thomas Waterman
Purpose Pioneers
"I think my chat with Sarah was one
of our best interviews. We talked
about relationship building, about
being introverted entrepreneurs and
her movement The Gentle Business
Revolution. I genuinely enjoyed
talking to Sarah"
-Steve Gordon
The Unstoppable CEO

